The interaction of electromagnetic waves with nanostructured matter is opening up a new area of technology. In the field of plasmonics, metallo-dielectric structures particularly show extreme novel optical properties enabling control of light on the nanometer scale, with sensing applications such as surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). Understanding how Surface Plasmon Polaritons (SPPs) propagate and are localized on nanostructured metal surfaces is crucial in developing efficient SPR and SERS substrates. Here we present reflectivity measurements of samples where both pitch and pyramidal pit depth are graded. We find strong absorption due to localized plasmons trapped in the pits. A simple interference model successfully describes the behavior of these localized modes. The intuitive picture of our model forms an essential step towards designing controlled and reproducible SERS substrates where the resonance can be tuned according to the desired excitation or emission frequencies. Silicon wafer were anisotropically etched to obtain inverted pyramidal pits and subsequently gold coated to create a metallic surface suitable for plasmon modes propagation and localisation. The configuration of these samples is shown in figure 1 , the aperture size was varied from 400nm to 3000nm and the pitch ranged from 500nm to 3000nm.
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Reflectivity measurements at near-normal incidence were first done on samples with fixed pitch and varying pit size (Fig.2a) . Strong absorption dips are observed across the visible and near infrared at spectral positions depending on the structuring. We use a technique which eliminates contributions from diffraction and delocalized modes. We find that the frequency of the localized plasmon resonance follows a simple interference model describing the localisation of the mode in the pits. Making the assumptions that (a) the sharp convex edge at the top of the pit is an infinite reflecting barrier for surface plasmons inside the pit, and (b) the sharp concave pit bottom transmits surface plasmons, we calculate the resonant SPP modes in a manner similar to the allowed resonances on a stretched string (Fig.2d) . The SPPs have an effective refractive index describing their propagation along the metal-air interface, and the boundary conditions lead to a resonant condition determined by the number (m) of SPP wavelengths that fit on the pit walls
This simple model provides an excellent account of the data (Fig.2b) , with mode numbers m=2,3. The dependence on pit depth is well recovered, and the energy shift between experiment and theory is caused by an extra phase shift, which we believe arises from the propagation of the SPP through the concave apex region at the bottom of the pit. Our results also agree well with FDTD simulations in 2D (Fig.2c) . To confirm this model, we measure on a wide variety of nanostructures with different pitch and aperture size. We clearly see that the periodicity of the pits has no effect on the localized plasmon energy, which is completely controlled by the pit dimensions only. We also measure a very wide range of pit sizes and see the full scaling of the localized plasmons in broad agreement with our model. Extracting the absorption per pit gives strong evidence that the localized plasmons couple directly to light rather than through delocalized plasmons.
[2] These results provide an intuitive model of localized plasmons, and simple design tools for producing metal nanostructures with specific plasmon resonant wavelengths throughout the visible and near infrared. These are vital for producing optimised sensor applications in plasmonics, now in production. [3] 
